Joint welcome ceremony for the Erasmus Mundus Master in Nuclear Physics

October 5th 2017

Aula Magna Department of Physics and Astronomy

- **9:30 - 10:00** - Opening. In Sevilla, Padova and Catania, local welcome talks by academic/political authorities.

- **10:00-10:30** - In Sevilla, Padova and Catania, local academic presentation of the corresponding path first year (S1+S2), At 10:15 we will connect to Caen and Francesca will give the welcome to students from Caen and talk about S3 in Caen (internship, winter school, etc) and say few words on S4 (Master Thesis).

- **10:30-11:00** Students introduction by themselves (name, country, interest for selecting this master, etc.).

- **11:00-11:15** COFFEE BREAK

- **11:15-11:45** - From Catania,
  - **Lecturer: Dr. Giacomo Cuttone**, director of LNS and Italian MIUR Delegate for Horizon2020-EURATOM (associate partner),
  - **Title: "Nuclear Physics and its future"**

- **11:45-12:15** From Padova,
  - **Lecturer: Dr. Giovanni Burgada** (CAEN Labs, associated partner),
  - **Title: "From Analog to Digital Nuclear Instrumentation with CAEN and CAENSys”**

- **12:15-12:45** From Sevilla,
  - **Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Manuel Lozano** (Univ. Seville),
  - **Title: "Physics studies as an eclectic/versatile training"**

- **12:45-12:50** Closing the event by some academic authority in each entrance University.

Then, some drinking in each entrance University.